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Worksheet 5: 

Fill in the blanks with the proper word from the word bank. Some 

words are repeated for better understanding. 

 

 

1. As he was walking up the steps to the stage, he 

______________, which was not a surprise. 

2. They ______________ navigated the long and winding roads to 

the lakehouse. 

3. Jamie had to learn how to ______________ appropriately for 

her gymnastics class. 

4. How many ______________ is that quilt made of? It must have 

taken a long time to sew together. 

5. We had to spend the entire morning cleaning up the 

______________ from the storm last night. 

tumble      awkward       patches        ramp       rubble     remote      

remedy     tumbled        awkwardly    patch      ramps      remedies 
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6. The area was so ______________ that even our GPS and phones 

would not work. 

7. We can go to the skatepark to ride our bikes because they have 

multiple ______________ to ride across. 

8. He is frustrating me because he always has to make things more 

______________ than they have to be. 

9. The skatepark in the neighboring city has the largest skate 

______________ in the state. 

10. My grandmother has an entire book full of ______________ 

for different injuries and illnesses. 

11. My grandmother says drinking honey, lemon, and water is the best 

______________ when you are feeling sick. 

12. The one green ______________ on the quilt stands out from 

all of the other orange ones.  
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Answer Key 
 

 

 

 

 

Worksheet 5 

1. tumbled 

2. awkwardly 

3. tumble 

4. patches 

5. rubble 

6. remote 

7. ramps 

8. awkward 

9. ramp 

10. remedies 

11. remedy 

12. patch  


